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Problem Statement 
Some patrons of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Library in Research 
Triangle Park (RTP) submit the same Interlibrary Loan (ILL) article request more than 
once. Sometimes an individual requests the same article multiple times within the same 
batch of requests. At other times, the duplication occurs weeks or months apart. Duplicate 
requests are problematic for the following reasons: 
• The time to procure redundant articles increases the document delivery time for 
other, perhaps more legitimate, article requests; 
• ILL staff spends extra time processing requests from the individuals who 
routinely submit duplicate requests in order to search for possible duplications; 
• Filling redundant requests wastes money through the cost of staff time to process 
and fill the requests, and then to deliver the articles. Duplication also results in 
wasted paper and increased time, and therefore money, spent logged in to OCLC, 
the ILL tool most heavily used by the EPA-RTP library; 
• Asking other libraries to supply an article that is already held by the requesting 
patron wastes the time, energy, and resources of those lending libraries; 
• Copyright law dictates that for education and research purposes a person may 
have a single copy of what they would otherwise have to pay for. Providing 
library patrons with multiple copies may infringe on copyright law; 
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• Demands for requests that have already been filled may demoralize staff who feel 
their efforts were unappreciated; 
• If, when searching for duplicates, the ILL librarians mistakenly assume that a 
requested article is one that they have previously supplied to the requestor, they 
may erroneously cancel a request.  
 
Prior to this study one could only speculate on the pervasiveness of duplicate 
requests. With the data revealed in this investigation, however, the library may either 
chose to dismiss the issue as a minor annoyance, or be motivated to take steps to try to 
resolve it.  
 
Objectives 
The objectives of this study are: to determine the actual number of duplicate 
requests received by the library’s ILL department during a given period, to identify trends 
which correlate positively or negatively with the submission of duplicate requests, and to 
examine the ILL budget and the workflow of the ILL staff in order to determine an 
average per-unit price of filling an article request. 
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Terms 
 For the purposes of this study, the following concepts are defined as they apply to 
the EPA-RTP library. 
• Request. (or “article request”) an artifact, either electronic or print in which a 
patron indicates that they would like the library to obtain, on their behalf, a copy 
of a single article that they cite on that form. 
• Batch. A group of requests submitted by a patron at one time. 
• Duplicate request. A request that has been previously submitted by the same 
patron.  
• Interlibrary Loan (ILL). The borrowing and lending of materials from library to 
library. 
• Document Delivery (DD). A commercial service that provides a photocopy of an 
article to a requestor. The resulting fee includes royalty or copyright fees. 
• Local Document Delivery (LDD). The service that a library provides to its 
patrons, delivering a copy of an article that is held in that library’s own physical 
or electronic collection. 
• Unique article. An article that differs in content from other articles. 
• Unique source. A source, usually a journal, which has a different title and/or 
ISSN than other journals. 
• Fill rate. The number of articles supplied out of the number requested. 
• Internal patron. A person who uses the EPA-RTP library and is either an EPA 
federal employee in RTP, an on-site contractor, or an off-site contractor who has 
special permission to use the library. 
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• External patron. A person who uses EPA-RTP library services, but who is not 
affiliated, through employment status, with the EPA in RTP. 
• DOCLINE. The ILL tool provided by the National Library of Medicine. (NLM) 
• LoansomeDoc. The ordering system offered by NLM through PubMed. Requests 
submitted through Loansome Doc are received via DOCLINE. 
• OCLC. Stands for Online Computer Library Center. Member libraries make up 
the world’s largest consortium. What EPA-RTP ILL department calls the ILL tool 
provided by OCLC. 
• EKB. The OCLC symbol for the EPA-RTP library 
• HNE. The OCLC symbol for the library at the National Institute for 
Environmental Health (NIEHS) 
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 Description of EPA’s library 
One of twenty-four in the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) National 
Library Network, the library in Research Triangle Park (RTP) is the second largest. It 
houses more than 350 journals, 5000 books, 150,000 microfiche documents, and paper 
copies of approximately 11,000 EPA, trade association, international agency, and other 
Federal agency documents (Environmental Protection Agency at Research Triangle Park, 
2004). The EPA-RTP library is currently the only one staffed by a contract with a 
university.  
 Its partnership with the School of Information and Library Science (SILS) at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill began thirty years ago in May of 1975. At the 
time, the EPA was experiencing a hiring freeze. Looking for alternative means of staffing 
its research library, local federal employees approached former SILS Dean Edward 
Holley for help. Holley orchestrated a program that has allowed over 300 students to gain 
professional level experience in a variety of department rotations in the 30 years since. 
The current contract also provides the EPA library with a five-person permanent staff 
(Atkinson, 2001). These staff members provide training, supervision, and guidance to the 
student librarians.  
 The services that the EPA-RTP library provides to the approximately 2000 
researchers at the site include reference, online searching, cataloging, and interlibrary 
loan. The focus of the research at EPA-RTP, and therefore of the library’s collection, is 
air pollution, emphasizing chemical toxicity and related sciences. The library also holds 
business, management, economic and computer related information. 
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 The contractual nature of the library affects its budget. Unlike in some larger 
libraries, the ILL department does not have its own budget. Therefore, determining an 
average cost per ILL in the way that some libraries have done (Palmour, 1972; UC Davis 
General Library 1999), by dividing the annual budget by the number of requests filled, is 
impossible. In part because it is a small, special library, and also because it is a 
government library under contract, funding for the EPA-RTP library falls under no less 
than five budgets: one for contract staff, another for federal employees, one for supplies, 
one for equipment, and a fifth budget to cover documents and fees. While having certain 
budgets out of the library’s purview simplifies matters because staff never has to worry 
about having enough money for supplies, for example, it complicates figuring out the 
actual expenditures of the library or of any single department therein. 
The level of customer service at the library distinguishes it from other libraries in 
which this author has worked or visited. An excerpt from the February 2005 monthly 
report of a new ILL librarian expresses this same sentiment quite well. 
Lastly, the most significant thing that I have learned here this month is what 
distinguishes this library from the university libraries where I have worked in the 
past. The difference is that here the dedication to the patron is foremost and 
sincere. “No” is a nonexistent term in this library. In other library settings it has 
been okay to tell a patron "do it yourself” or "we cannot fill that request,” but at 
this library we pride ourselves on the ultimate satisfaction of the patron - 
complete customer satisfaction. It is second nature for us to go the extra mile for 
everyone we serve. This is a totally new philosophy to me. (Bugg, 2005, p. 8) 
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Methodology 
In order to satisfy the first objective, determining the amount of duplicate requests 
received by the EPA Interlibrary Loan department during a given period, this author 
decided to undertake an artifact analysis and record requests for one month. At the 
application of the federal project officer, however, the original period was extended to six 
weeks in order to collect a more representative sample. Not all ILL traffic was included 
in this study. Because the original concern about duplicate requests arose from the 
requests submitted to us by our own patrons, only requests from internal patrons were 
recorded. In addition, because this author’s concerns about the potential impact of 
copyright restrictions were limited to the reproduction of articles, not the lending of 
books or documents, only requests for either articles or for sections of books were 
tracked. The ILL department at the EPA is a net borrower, meaning that it borrows more 
than it lends. Therefore, despite the restrictive inclusion criteria, the majority of requests 
passing through the ILL department were included in this investigation. 
 Internal library patrons submit requests through a variety of means, not any one of 
which is overtly encouraged over the others. Delivery methods include direct email, the 
use of an online request form, LoansomeDoc, and physical delivery of requests. Using 
email, patrons may send their requests to a general library email address or directly to the 
ILL supervisor. On the EPA-RTP intranet, patrons may fill out forms to submit ILL 
requests. The library has two web pages available, one for articles, the other for books or 
documents. These correspond roughly to requests for a photocopy and requests for a loan. 
Requests coming from the next delivery method, via LoansomeDoc, the ordering system 
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offered by the National Library of Medicine through PubMed,  are received using 
DOCLINE, NLM’s Interlibrary Loan tool for libraries with a health or medical mission.  
Finally, some library patrons send ILL requests through the inter-office mail system. 
More often, however, patrons will come to the reference desk and hand a librarian a 
printout, often from PubMed or copied from a bibliography, to ask if we have access to 
the journal that contains the article they would like to read. Requests for what is not 
available in the library, or those requests that patrons drop off regardless of whether the 
articles comprise part of the library’s own collection, are brought to the Interlibrary Loan 
department and put in the bin labeled, “Incoming Requests.”  
For this study, requests were recorded systematically as they were received. 
Photocopies of physical requests were typed into a spreadsheet. The structure of the 
requests received electronically was modified in order to aid their insertion into the data 
spreadsheet. Appendix A contains detailed instructions for converting emails generated 
by the web form into a format that can be dropped into Excel. Instructions for converting 
requests submitted via LoansomeDoc into a format easily dropped into Excel are given in 
Appendix B. 
To satisfy the second objective of this study, identifying trends that correlate 
positively or negatively with the submission of duplicate requests, once the data 
collection was complete, the information was transferred to an Access database. In that 
application, queries on the data were run to assist in the data analysis, described in the 
sections below. Running count queries was helpful for discovering variations in how the 
same information had been represented in the spreadsheet. With this information, it was 
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possible to return to the original spreadsheet in order to clean up inconsistencies in 
abbreviations, punctuation, and more. 
The third objective of this study was to examine the ILL budget and the workflow 
of the ILL staff in order to determine an average per-unit price of filling an article 
request. The library does not have an overall budget, for the reasons described above, and 
neither do individual departments. Typically, however, the majority of the cost of an ILL 
is from staff time, ranging from about 60% to 80% of the average per unit cost. This 
information, along with salary estimates, was easily obtained. The workflow of the ILL 
staff was carefully observed as was the amount of time it took to complete various 
segments of the ILL process. By averaging the times and combining those averages, a 
picture developed of approximately how much staff time goes into filling a request, and 
therefore the price per ILL request. 
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Findings/Results 
As demonstrated in Table 1, a total of 1,518 requests were processed in the thirty-
six days of the collection period. Results are analyzed and discussed in the sections to 
follow.  
General Results 
 
For the purposes of this study, a request is an artifact, either electronic or print in 
which a patron indicates that they would like to receive a copy of a single article. Patrons 
may submit multiple requests at one time, however. If, for example, a patron sent several 
pages of PubMed printouts via interoffice mail to the ILL department with a note stating, 
“Please get these for me,” the entirety of the mailing would equal one batch. If there were 
five discrete citations within that batch, then there are five requests in one batch. If out of 
those five citations, the first, third, and fifth requests were for the exact same article, there 
would be two duplicate articles requested. Assuming that the Interlibrary Loan 
department has a fill rate of 100 percent, meaning the department is able to obtain copies 
for every single article requested, the third and the fifth citations are redundant requests 
because the ILL department already obtained (or will obtain) the article for the patron 
based on the first citation in the batch. 
 During the collection period, as indicated in Table 1, there were 1,518 requests 
submitted to the ILL department that fit the inclusion criteria. Out of the 1,518 requests, 
92 were duplicate requests because the same patron had already requested those 92 
articles, assuming a 100 percent fill rate. The percentage of duplicate requests during the 
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collection period is about six percent. That means that for every sixteen or seventeen 
requests that come to the ILL department, at least one is redundant. 
Table 1. Total requests during collection period 
Total number of requests submitted 1518
Number of duplicate requests                             92
Percent of requests that were duplicates 6.1%
 
As shown in Table 2, during the collection period 131 patrons asked the library’s 
Interlibrary Loan department to send them a copy of an article or section of a book. Out 
of those 131 requestors, 27 asked for the same article more than once. Therefore, 20.6 
percent of requestors asked for redundant photocopies of articles. In other words, one-
fifth of ILL patrons submitted requests for articles that they have already requested. 
Table 2. Total requestors during collection period 
Patrons submitting requests 131
Patrons who asked for an article multiple times 27
Percentage of patrons who submitted duplicate requests 20.6%
 
It is up to the EPA-RTP library’s administration to decide if a six percent 
occurrence of duplicate requests constitutes a problem. However, it is clear that with one 
fifth of ILL patrons requesting duplicate articles, the issue is widespread.  
Table 3 gives detailed information about the request patterns of the 27 patrons 
who submitted duplicate requests. Names are masked to protect their identities. The 
number of requests submitted by individual members of this group ranges from just two 
requests up to 160 requests. Because of such a large degree of variance within the group, 
it is important to look at the median of each column rather than exclusively at the mean. 
In addition, it is important to look at each cell of data in context. For example, fifty 
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percent of requests submitted by patron TGL are duplicate requests. Consider, however, 
that she only submitted two requests during the entire collection period. It just happens 
that they happened to be requests for the same article. What to look for is when the data 
for a patron is at or above the median for the number of article requests (first column), the 
number of duplicate requests (fifth column), and for what percent those duplicate 
requests are of the total number of requests that they submitted (the last column). When 
the data in a cell is at or above the median for all three columns, it indicates a more 
serious problem of duplication than exists than for other patrons. This is only the case for 
six out of the twenty-seven patrons: PJD, JMG, FSC, NKD, DSP, and ZBV.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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Table 3. Requests by patron 
Patrons who 
asked for an 
article more 
than once 
Times patron 
submitted 
article 
requests 
# of articles 
asked for 
more than 
once 
# different 
articles 
requested 
# of duplicate 
requests 
% duplicate 
article 
requests 
TGL 2 1 1 1 50% 
RGM 4 1 3 1 25% 
UDM 5 1 4 1 20% 
HRS 5 1 4 1 20% 
AYC 5 1 4 1 20% 
XCM2 8 1 7 1 13% 
VDT 9 1 8 1 11% 
WDH 10 1 9 1 10% 
QIP 11 1 10 1 9% 
BUK 16 1 15 1 6% 
MKE 18 5 13 5 28% 
KMW 19 2 17 2 11% 
YCM1 21 1 20 1 5% 
AAG 21 1 20 1 5% 
OJH 23 1 22 1 4% 
PJD 23 2 20 3 13% 
JMG 28 5 23 5 18% 
LLC 33 2 31 2 6% 
IPB 47 1 46 1 2% 
CTD 47 1 45 2 4% 
SGT 48 3 45 3 6% 
FSC 54 7 47 7 13% 
NKD 57 6 50 7 12% 
ESN 72 1 71 1 1% 
DSP 81 18 63 18 22% 
GSL 99 3 96 3 3% 
ZBV 160 20 140 20 13% 
Sum 926 89 834 92 350% 
Mean 34.3 3.3 30.9 3.4 13% 
Median 21 1 20 1 11% 
Mode 5 1 20 1 13% 
 
Although strict account of requests according to batch was not kept, the date that 
patrons submitted their requests was recorded. Presumably, if a patron submitted 
duplicate requests on the same day and via the same delivery method, the ILL staff would 
be much more likely to notice the duplication.  
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 Of the six patrons identified above as having greater issues submitting duplicate 
requests than the other twenty-seven, four submitted duplicate requests on different days: 
FSC, NKD, DSP, and ZBV (see Table 4). This means that these four not only had more 
noteworthy amounts of duplicate requests, but the ILL staff were less likely to catch the 
duplicates because of the amount of time that passed between request submissions.  
If a patron submits a second or third request for a single article after a period of 
time equal to or greater than how long he or she is willing to wait for an article, then 
perhaps the duplication is intentional. For example, the patron may be impatient for the 
original request to be filled or the patron may have lost the provided photocopy of the 
article (or accidentally deleted the computer file that held the article, depending on how 
the copy was delivered). If, however, the duplication occurs on the same day, one may 
conclude that the duplication was unintentional and that all but one request per article 
should be cancelled. Seventeen out of the twenty-seven patrons who requested duplicates 
submitted all of their duplicate requests on the same day. For the remaining ten patrons 
who submitted at least one pair of duplicates on different days, 61% of duplicates were 
requested on the same day, and 17% of duplicates were requested within one day of each 
other. Only five percent of duplicates were requested more than five working days apart 
for this subset of patrons. Without communicating with the patron to determine the 
reasons for repeated requests, one cannot assume that a duplicate request is an 
unnecessary request. However, due to the high volume of duplicate requests submitted on 
the same day or within one day of each other, this study will assume that all duplications 
are unintentional and therefore have a negative impact on the ILL department. 
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Table 4. Requests by patron according to day and method of submission 
Patrons 
Times patron 
submitted 
article 
requests 
# of duplicate 
requests 
% duplicate 
article 
requests 
Same article 
asked for on 
the same 
day? 
Submitted via 
the same 
delivery 
method? 
TGL 2 1 50% yes yes 
RGM 4 1 25% yes yes 
UDM 5 1 20% yes yes 
HRS 5 1 20% yes yes 
AYC 5 1 20% yes yes 
XCM2 8 1 13% yes yes 
VDT 9 1 11% yes yes 
WDH 10 1 10% yes yes 
QIP 11 1 9% no yes 
BUK 16 1 6% yes yes 
MKE 18 5 28% yes yes 
KMW 19 2 11% yes yes 
YCM1 21 1 5% no yes 
AAG 21 1 5% yes yes 
OJH 23 1 4% yes yes 
PJD 23 3 13% yes yes 
JMG 28 5 18% yes yes 
LLC 33 2 6% no yes 
IPB 47 1 2% no yes 
CTD 47 2 4% yes yes 
SGT 48 3 6% no yes 
FSC 54 7 13% no yes 
NKD 57 7 12% no yes 
ESN 72 1 1% no yes 
DSP 81 18 22% no yes 
GSL 99 3 3% yes no 
ZBV 160 20 13% no yes 
Sum 926 92 350% no=10 no=1 
Mean 34.3 3.4 13% yes=17 yes=26 
Median 21 1 11%   
Mode 5 1 13%   
 
Analysis by patron and number of requests submitted 
 
Table 5 shows the frequency distribution for the number of requests submitted per 
person during the collection period. For example, eight ILL patrons submitted between 
twenty-six and fifty requests during the study. Out of those eight people, five submitted 
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duplicate requests. These five patrons submitted a total of thirteen duplicate requests. 
Sixty-three percent of the people who submitted the number of requests in this range 
submitted duplicate requests. However, out of all of the requests submitted by patrons in 
this range, only four percent were duplicates. 
Table 5. Frequency distribution of requests per patron 
Range of 
requests per 
patron 
# of 
people 
making 
that many 
requests 
# of 
patrons in 
that range 
who 
submitted 
dupes 
# of 
duplicate 
articles 
requested 
by patrons 
in that range 
% of 
patrons 
in range 
who 
submitted 
dupes 
% of 
duplicate 
requests in 
that range 
1-25 117 16 23 14% 3% 
26-50 8 5 13 63% 4% 
51-75 3 3 15 100% 8% 
76 and above 3 3 41 100% 12% 
 
Analysis by office and patron status 
 
Every employee at the EPA-RTP complex is affiliated with a laboratory or office. 
Below are the number of requests during the collection period broken down by the 
affiliation of the requestor. The distribution of requests corresponds to the trends in the 
library’s statistics.  
Table 6. Requests by office of the requestor 
# of 
requests 
Office of the 
Requestor 
% of total 
requests 
11    OARM 1% 
24    OAQPS 2% 
37    NHSRC 2% 
87    NRMRL 6% 
  131    NCEA 9% 
     195    NERL 13% 
   1033    NHEERL 68% 
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Every library user can be described not only by their office or lab affiliation, but 
also by their employment status. For example, a person may be an EPA federal 
employee, on-site contractor, off-site contractor, or grantee, among others. For the 
library’s purposes, however, the patron’s affiliation is only tracked for statistics 
according to if the patron is an EPA federal employee or not. The “not” case is 
generically called “contractor” although this may not reflect the exact nomenclature of a 
patron’s official employment status. 
 Table 7 presents the employment status of the patrons who submitted requests 
during the data collection period of this study. The majority of requestors were federal 
employees and were responsible for eighty-six percent of the total requests. The 
remaining contractors submitted fourteen percent of the total requests during the 
collection period. 
Table 7. Total requests by patron employment status 
# of 
requests Status of the Requestor % of requests
210 Contractor 14% 
1308 EPA Federal Employee 86% 
 
As shown in Table 8, of those patrons who submitted duplicate requests, five 
were contractors, representing nineteen percent of patrons who submitted duplicate 
requests. In case this seems as though contractors submit more duplicate requests than 
federal employees, remember that the percentages in Table 7 are of total requests (by all 
patrons), while the percentages in Table 8 are of total requestors (of duplicates). 
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Table 8. Duplicate requests by patron employment status 
Employment 
status 
# submitted 
duplicate 
requests 
% of those who 
submitted duplicate 
requests 
Contractor    5 19% 
EPA 22 81% 
 
To compare apples to apples, or requests to requests, compare Table 7 with Table 
9. Below it is shown that contractors submitted sixteen of the ninety-two duplicate 
requests, or seventeen percent of the duplicate requests. Federal employees were 
responsible for seventy-six of the duplicate requests, or eighty-three percent of the total 
number of duplicate requests. From this table, one can see that the percentage of 
duplicate requests for both types of employees shifts towards the percentages of total 
requests by employee status. 
Table 9. Percent of total duplicate requests by status of the requestor 
# of duplicate 
requests Status of the Requestor 
% of 
duplicate 
requests 
16 Contractor 17% 
76 EPA Federal Employee 83% 
 
Analysis by means of submission 
Table 10 includes a column for the method of delivery a patron used when 
submitting duplicate requests. Information about delivery methods is also expressed in 
Table 11 in order to show what percentage of duplicate articles arrived via the different 
delivery methods.  
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Table 10. Duplicate requests by delivery method 
Patrons 
Same article 
asked for on 
the same day? 
Submitted via 
the same 
delivery method? 
Delivery method employed 
when requesting the same 
article multiple times 
JMG yes yes direct email 
IPB no yes web form 
OJH yes yes web form 
YCM1 no yes web form 
QIP no yes web form 
XCM2 yes yes web form 
UDM yes yes web form 
HRS yes yes web form 
RGM yes yes web form 
TGL yes yes web form 
KMW yes yes web form 
ESN no yes Loansome Doc 
AAG yes yes Loansome Doc 
BUK yes yes Loansome Doc 
VDT yes yes Loansome Doc 
AYC yes yes Loansome Doc 
LLC no yes Loansome Doc 
SGT no yes Loansome Doc 
PJD yes yes Loansome Doc 
MKE yes yes Loansome Doc 
NKD no yes Loansome Doc 
DSP no yes Loansome Doc 
GSL no no Loansome Doc/physical 
WDH yes yes physical submission 
CTD yes yes physical submission 
FSC no yes physical submission 
ZBV no yes physical submission 
Sum no=11 no=1  
Mean yes=16 yes=26 
 
 
As shown in Table 11, forty-three duplicate requests arrived via LoansomeDoc. 
These constituted forty-five percent of all duplicates during the collection period. When 
compared to the total number of requests that came in through LoansomeDoc, however, 
only six percent were duplicates. Six percent is also the amount of duplicate requests out 
of total requests by delivery method for physical submissions and via the web form. This 
parallel shows that although there were more requests that came in by Loansome Doc 
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than by physical submission and by physical submission more than by the web form, the 
likelihood of patrons submitting duplicate requests was not affected by the method a 
patron used to submit his or her request. Furthermore, as shown in Table 12, the 
percentage of duplicate articles arriving by the various delivery methods corresponds to 
the total number of articles arriving by that delivery method. 
Table 11. Delivery methods of duplicate articles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 12. Delivery methods of all submitted requests 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Means of Submission 
# duplicates 
asked for by 
this delivery 
method 
% of duplicates that 
arrived by this 
delivery method 
% of total requests 
delivered by this 
means that were 
duplicates 
Loansome Doc 43 44.6% 6% 
physical submission 30 29.3% 6% 
web form 11 20.7% 6% 
direct email 5   2.2% 2% 
mixed methods 3   3.3%  
# of duplicate 
requests 92  
Means of Submission # of requests % of total requests 
Loansome Doc    634 41.8% 
physical submission    455 30.0% 
web form    309 20.4% 
direct email    120   7.9% 
Total # of requests 1518   
 
Analysis by day and date of submission 
A demonstrated pattern of larger or smaller numbers of requests by day of the 
week might influence staffing decisions, specifically on what days to schedule more or 
less staff time devoted towards ILL.  
As evident in the minimum and maximum values of the number of incoming 
requests (see Table 14), there is wide variation on both a daily and a weekly basis. Even 
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the first “week” of the collection period (see Table 13), which was actually only two 
days, saw more requests come in than two other full weeks. There were no major 
holidays or other events during this period that might have predicted a greater or fewer 
number of request submissions.  
Table 13. Requests by date 
# of requests Date Submitted Day of the week 
Weekly 
Total % of total requests 
33 20-Jan Thursday 
         155 21-Jan Friday 
188 12% 
  1 23-Jan Sunday     
49 24-Jan Monday     
75 25-Jan Tuesday 229 15% 
18 26-Jan Wednesday   
34 27-Jan Thursday     
52 28-Jan Friday     
  1 30-Jan Sunday     
42 31-Jan Monday     
50 1-Feb Tuesday 303 20% 
24 2-Feb Wednesday     
         133 3-Feb Thursday     
53 4-Feb Friday     
40 7-Feb Monday     
22 8-Feb Tuesday     
28 9-Feb Wednesday 174 11% 
41 10-Feb Thursday     
42 11-Feb Friday     
  1 12-Feb Saturday     
30 14-Feb Monday     
30 15-Feb Tuesday     
24 16-Feb Wednesday 160 11% 
53 17-Feb Thursday     
23 18-Feb Friday     
18 21-Feb Monday     
33 22-Feb Tuesday     
57 23-Feb Wednesday 206 14% 
84 24-Feb Thursday     
14 21-Feb Friday     
  1 27-Feb Sunday     
68 28-Feb Monday     
96 1-Mar Tuesday 258 17% 
23 2-Mar Wednesday     
35 3-Mar Thursday     
35 4-Mar Friday     
Total requests:   1518    
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Table 14. Summary of requests by date 
 Daily 
Weekly      
(6.4 weeks) 
Mean: 42.2 237.2
Median: 34.5 229
Max: 155 303
Min: 1 160
Workday Min: 14   
 
When analyzing requests by day of the week that they were submitted (see Table 
15), a more consistent picture appears than when analyzing by date. The minimums and 
maximums range just as much by day as in the other analysis because the data is of 
course the same. However, when looking at the median number of requests that come in 
by day of the week, Wednesday is the only day of the work week that had a consistently 
lower number of requests come in. In terms of what impact on staffing these numbers 
might indicate, presuming that the sample period is representative of the larger picture, 
the data does not suggest putting more or fewer people on any particular day of the 
workweek. Even if fewer submissions do come in on Wednesdays in general, the staff 
might still be catching up from Monday and Tuesday. 
In terms of the days that patrons submit duplicate requests, no indication stands 
out of any pattern that would predict when to be extra vigilant in their detection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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Table 15. Requests by day of the week 
# of requests Day of the week    
30 Monday    
42 Monday    
40 Monday    
18 Monday  Total: 247 
68 Monday  Mean: 41.17 
49 Monday  Median: 41 
   
96 Tuesday  
75 Tuesday  
33 Tuesday    
50 Tuesday  Total: 306 
30 Tuesday  Mean: 51 
22 Tuesday  Median: 44 
   
28 Wednesday  
24 Wednesday  
18 Wednesday    
24 Wednesday  Total: 174 
23 Wednesday  Mean: 29 
57 Wednesday  Median: 24 
   
34 Thursday  
133 Thursday  
53 Thursday    
35 Thursday    
41 Thursday  Total: 413 
84 Thursday  Mean: 59 
33 Thursday  Median: 41 
   
52 Friday  
155 Friday  
35 Friday    
53 Friday    
14 Friday  Total: 374 
23 Friday  Mean: 53.43 
42 Friday  Median: 42 
     
1 Saturday  Total: 1 
   Mean: 1 
1 Sunday  
1 Sunday  Total: 3 
1 Sunday  Mean: 1 
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Work-flow analysis 
The workflow of the ILL staff was closely and deliberately observed in order 
measure the financial and time impact of a duplicate request on the department. The 
following diagrams represent what happens to a request as it moves through stages of 
processing. Because of the large volume of requests that come in every day and the 
relatively short shifts of the three ILL librarians (typically four hours per day), they 
employ a cubby system to keep track of where requests are in terms of what action needs 
to be taken on them next. The ILL supervisor works full-time, but in a separate office. 
 The three-dimensional boxes represent physical space in the ILL workroom, any 
dashed lines or boxes represent optional actions, and lightening bolts represent problems 
or breakdowns in the system.  
As stated above (and shown in Figure 1), patrons submit requests to the 
Interlibrary Loan department in one of four ways. Furthermore, they may choose 
whichever method(s) they prefer. The library staff does not officially communicate any 
preference to patrons in this matter. 
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Figure 1. Patron requests arriving in the Interlibrary Loan department 
Physical 
delivery 
Direct email to 
ILL supervisor
Web form 
(arrives via 
email)
Loansome Doc
Incoming 
Requests Bin
ILL supervisor 
prints out
On ILL card?
Yes
Write name of requestor 
on ILL card and staple or 
use paper clip to attach to 
provided sheet
No
 
 
Taking a request from the Incoming Requests Bin, the ILL librarians execute a 
series of regular steps, ending with placing the requests in the ULS slot (see Figure 2). 
ULS stands for Union List of Serials, or a set of two binders with the journal holdings of 
our library, the library at the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
(NIEHS), the Health Sciences Library at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
and one other small special library. Listed with each journal are the years and volumes 
that are held by each library and the ISSNs and OCLC numbers each journal.  
The first optional action (as indicated by dotted lines) shown in Figure 2, putting 
requests in order by patron’s last name, allows the librarian to look one time in the online 
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address book (the Locator) to verify or fill in information about a requestor, even if he or 
she has put in multiple requests. The second optional action, highlighting information on 
the request, allows for quick visual scanning later in the ILL process and may aid in the 
detection of duplicate requests. Both of these optional actions require additional time 
commitment, but can save time overall. 
The only breakdown (represented by a lightening bolt) in Figure 2 exists for a few 
reasons. When submitting requests by directly emailing the ILL supervisor patrons might 
not supply the needed information because they are not prompted for it. Some patrons 
have incorrect or missing information in their LoansomeDoc profiles. Because of this, 
ILL staff looks up all LoansomeDoc users in the Locator even if it looks like all of the 
necessary information is provided. Finally, when submitting physical requests, patrons 
often leave sections of the form blank, or do not use the provided form at all.  
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Figure 2. Workflow of initial request processing 
Incoming 
Requests Bin
 
Request on ILL 
card (or other 
acceptable 
format?)
No
Rewrite or cut 
& paste onto 
an ILL card
Yes
Stamp date
on request
Alphabetize by the 
requestor's last name
Highlight source, vol, 
issue, & page #s
Count the 
number of 
requests from 
each office. 
Mark statistics
Fill in missing info or 
verify supplied info for 
Mail Drop, Office, & 
Status in the online 
EPA Locator
ULS slot
Some patrons have written 
inaccurate information in 
their LoansomeDoc profile. 
Patrons often omit this 
information when submitting 
physical requests or by 
email.
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As shown in Figure 3, ILL staff filters book requests to the OLS slot. If the 
request is for a journal article, however, the staff gathers information to decide how to 
best obtain a copy. EKB and HNE are the library codes for the EPA-RTP library and the 
NIEHS library, respectively. CASSI (Chemical Abstracts Service Source Index) and 
Ulrich’s (Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory) are print sources that give 
publication information about journals, including their ISSN.  
Difficult to find journals, non-standard journal abbreviations, and bad citations are 
the main problems at this stage. 
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Figure 3. Decision making and information gathering to locate articles 
ULS slot
Alphabetize 
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Yes
OCLC copies
No
Yes
Yes
ISSN known?
No
Yes
No
Needed vol
at EKB?
EKB
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Needed vol
at HNE?
No
HNE
Yes
No
 
 
 
If a request is in the Cassi/Ulrich’s slot, a librarian may still be able to find the 
journal in the ULS binders, although this is not represented in Figure 4. Especially if  
staff members are new to the Interlibrary Loan department, they may not be familiar with 
journal abbreviations. If the full journal title is found in CASSI (which lists journals in 
alphabetical order by their abbreviations), especially if the title has something to do with 
health, medicine, or the environment, it is best to look again in the ULS binders to see if 
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the article can be retrieved locally or if the OCLC number can be found. To represent this 
step in the process, add an arrow from the box “copy down the ISSN” on the CASSI side 
of the diagram leading back to the “look up title in ULS binders” box in Figure 3. 
Figure 4. Using CASSI and Ulrich’s to find a journal’s ISSN 
 
Cassi/Ulrich's
Is 
source title 
abbrv?
Look for source 
in Cassi
Look for source 
in Ulrich's
YesNo
Found?
Copy down 
the ISSN
OCLC copies
Yes
Found?
Copy down 
the ISSN
OCLC copies
Yes
No Mark
O Ulrich's
0 Cassi?
Yes
No
Mark
0 Cassi
0 Ulrich's?
No
Yes
No
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 After an article request passes through the stages represented in the first three 
figures (and sometimes the fourth, as well), the ILL staff knows either from what library 
to retrieve the article, or that the article needs to be requested using the OCLC interlibrary 
loan tool. What follows is a simplified narrative of the next stages in the process of filling 
a request. 
 If there are requests in the EKB slot, an ILL librarian will go out into the library’s 
physical collection and pull the source journal, assuming it is on the shelf or found 
elsewhere in the library. He or she will then insert the request form at the beginning of 
the article in the journal and put it on a shelf for the photocopy operator to pick up. If the 
journal cannot be found in the library, but “HNE” is also written on the requests form, 
then the staff puts the request in the HNE slot. If HNE is not written on the form, the staff 
puts the request in the OCLC slot. 
 Once a week a librarian pulls all of the request forms from the HNE slot and goes 
to the NIEHS library, which is within sight of the EPA library. He or she prints out or 
makes photocopies of all found articles and brings them back to the EPA library to send 
to patrons. The article requests that the librarian could not find at NIEHS are generally 
routed to the OCLC slot at this point. 
 Requesting articles through OCLC requires at least four distinct steps, depending 
on how one groups the actions. Roughly, one must look up the journal title by OCLC 
number, ISSN, or name, and determine if it matches the journal indicated on the request 
form. Then, assuming it does, the holdings of other libraries for that journal are examined 
and of whom to make the request is decided. Then, the citation and requestor data must 
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be entered into the OCLC ILL form. Finally, the request is “produced”, printed, and the 
print-out is stapled to the original request form. 
 If no libraries listed in OCLC as holders of a journal can supply a copy of a 
needed article, or if the National Library of Medicine is the only library listed as holding 
the necessary volume of a journal, then the ILL staff routes the request to be filled using 
DOCLINE. Table 16 presents statistics pulled from reports generated by the two ILL 
tools for articles requested by the library from January to December in 2004. 
Table 16. Requests filled through OCLC and DOCLINE 
  filled requests 
% of 
filled 
requests 
unfilled 
requests
% of total 
unfilled 
requests 
% requests 
unfilled for 
that tool 
OCLC 5119 81.8% 596 79.4% 11.6% 
DOCLINE 1136 18.2% 155 20.6% 13.6% 
Totals 6255  751   
 
Requests are only routed to DOCLINE in two situations: if they cannot be filled 
through OCLC or if the only lender shown in OCLC is the National Library of Medicine. 
That means that of the 1,136 requests that were filled by DOCLINE, a large number had 
first been routed to OCLC. Of the 155 requests that could not be filled by DOCLINE, a 
large number had already been rejected by OCLC. 
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Copyright considerations 
According to Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works 
(CONTU) Guidelines, “during one calendar year, for one periodical title, five articles can 
be copied from a title published within the last five years.” The sixth copy is no longer 
considered “fair use,” would represent systematic copying, and a royalty fee (or copyright 
fee) is charged. Traditionally, it becomes the responsibility of the individual Interlibrary 
Loan department to keep track of their own borrowing and copyright compliance. 
 Below, Table 17 shows how many times during the six-week collection period 
EPA-RTP patrons requested articles from unique journal titles. For example, only one 
article was requested from each of 472 journals, two articles were requested from a 
unique journal title 153 times, and so on. Highlighted are sections of the table where the 
amount of copying from a journal, in just those six weeks out of a year, may constitute 
systematic copying.  
Table 17. Requests from unique journals 
Times requested # of journals requested that many times 
1 472 
2 153 
3 48 
4 22 
5 17 
6 12 
7 6 
8 7 
9 3 
10 4 
11 4 
12 2 
13 1 
16 2 
18 1 
23 1 
27 1 
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The EPA-RTP library provides a high level of service to its patrons by offering 
local document delivery as well as interlibrary loan. The library does not reject or cancel 
any requests from patrons (except for found duplications). As a result, many requests can 
be filled from the library’s own holdings. 
 Presented below in Table 18, therefore, is the list of journals from which at least 
six articles were requested during the collection period. A column indicating if the 
journal is one to which the EPA-RTP library subscribes supplements the listing. (Journal 
titles are represented by their MEDLINE abbreviations, when possible.) 
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Table 18. Journals from which more than six article requests were made 
# of 
requests Source 
EPA 
subscribes?
27 Toxicol Appl Pharmacol yes 
23 Environ Health Perspect yes 
18 Toxicology yes 
16 Fundam Appl Toxicol yes 
16 Environ Sci Technol yes 
13 Atherosclerosis no 
12 Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A yes 
12 J Range Manage no 
11 Am J Cardiol no 
11 Chemosphere yes 
11 J Toxicol Environ Health yes 
11 J Toxicol Environ Health A yes 
10 Ecotoxicol Environ Saf yes 
10 Mutat Res yes 
10 Mech Ageing Dev no 
10 Biomaterials no 
9 Toxicol Pathol yes 
9 J Appl Toxicol yes 
9 Zhurnal Neorganicheskoi Khimii no 
8 J Nanosci Nanotechnol no 
8 Toxicol Lett yes 
8 Inhal Toxicol yes 
8 J Pharmacol Exp Ther yes 
8 Water Res no 
8 Behav Brain Res yes 
8 Ann NY Acad Sci no 
7 J Am Chem Soc yes 
7 J Chem Thermodyn no 
7 J Occup Environ Med yes 
7 Toxicol Sci yes 
7 J Allergy Clin Immunol yes 
7 J Theor Biol no 
6 Ageing Res Rev no 
6 Exp Gerontol no 
6 Neurotoxicol Teratol yes 
6 J Neurobiol no 
6 Pneumologie no 
6 Arch Environ Health yes 
6 Hum Exp Toxicol no 
6 Arch Toxicol yes 
6 Proc - Water Qual Technol Conf  no 
6 J Am Coll Cardiol no 
6 Indoor Air yes 
6 Int J Devel Neurosci no 
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Out of these forty-four titles, the EPA-RTP library holds subscriptions, full or 
partial, to twenty-five journals. The nineteen remaining titles are outside of the library’s 
collection. 
 In consideration of those nineteen journal titles to which the EPA-RTP library 
does not subscribe is the following information on United States copyright law. Section 
108 of the Copyright Act permits some copying by libraries for their patrons and permits 
libraries to engage in interlibrary loan or document delivery to obtain a copy of a journal 
article for a user. However, the requesting library must qualify for the library exemption 
by complying with the other requirements of § 108, listed below: 
 
(1) The library may only make or acquire a single copy of an article or 
excerpt for the patron who requests it; multiple copies are prohibited.  
(2) The copy must become the property of the requestor; the library cannot 
add it to the collection. 
(3) The library must not profit directly or indirectly from the copy; it 
cannot charge clients more for the reproduction than it costs to make the 
copy, nor can the library profit in any way from such activity.  
(4) The copy must include the notice of copyright from the copy 
reproduced, or if it's not available, a legend that reads "THIS MATERIAL 
IS SUBJECT TO THE UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT LAW; 
FURTHER REPRODUCTION IN VIOLATION OF THAT LAW IS 
PROHIBITED."  
(5) The library must include on its order form, and at the place where 
orders are accepted, a "warning of copyright."  
(6) The library also must be open to the public or to researchers in a 
specialized field. A library in the for-profit environment meets this 
requirement if it participates in reciprocal interlibrary lending/document 
delivery. 
 
Requirements two through six pose no problems for the library in this 
study. The dilemma comes from requirement number one, “The library may only 
make or acquire a single copy of an article or excerpt for the patron who requests 
it; multiple copies are prohibited.” (Emphasis added) The complexity of 
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copyright law, with all its vagueness and shades of gray, makes total adherence 
almost impossible. Within the spirit of the law, if not the exact letter, perhaps if a 
library patron asks for a copy of the same article more than once because he or 
she could not remember asking for it before, the duplicate copy provided would 
not suggest any violation of copyright. However, the library must judge if 
duplicate copies for one-fifth of ILL patrons is as defensible.  
 The restriction in §108(g)(2) states that a library cannot engage in 
"systematic reproduction or distribution of single or multiple copies" such that a 
library that receives copies under interlibrary arrangements "in such aggregate 
quantities as to substitute for a subscription to or purchase of such work." The Act 
does not specify when a library might be using ILL/document delivery as a 
substitute for a purchase or subscription. For this the "Guidelines for the Proviso 
of Subsection 108(g)(2)," more commonly called the CONTU Guidelines must be 
consulted. (Heller, 2000) 
James S. Heller, director of the law library and professor of law at the College of 
William and Mary discusses this further below: 
Some people call the CONTU Guidelines the "Rule of Five," but better 
terminology is the "Suggestion of Five." In any single year, a library ought 
not acquire via ILL/document delivery, for any article published within 
five years of the date of the request, more than five such articles from the 
same journal title. The "Suggestion of Five" does not apply if the library 
has entered a new subscription to the journal or if it already subscribes but 
the item is missing from the collection. Remember, however, this is a 
guideline not an absolute rule. Might the sixth or seventh article from a 
journal title requested in a year be permissible? Possibly, especially for a 
short-term one-time project or if it's nearing the end of the calendar year. 
What about the fifteenth or twentieth article? Here, the library is well 
beyond the guidelines and presumably should pay royalties. 
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Additionally, the guidelines require the library to keep ILL records for 
three full calendar years. Important information to include in the records 
includes date of the transaction, the journal name and volume number, the 
title of the article its pages in the journal and the name of the individual 
requestor. (Heller, 2000, p. 43) 
In consideration of Heller’s words above, Table 19 takes a closer look at the 
nineteen journals to which the library does not subscribe, but from which more than five 
articles were requested (in a thirty-six day period and at the beginning of a calendar year). 
Table 19. Journals to which the EPA-RTP library does not subscribe and 
from which more than six article requests were made 
# of 
requests Source 
# of articles 
from the past 
five years 
# of duplicate 
requests 
13 Atherosclerosis 12 4 
11 Am J Cardiol 11 4 
10 Biomaterials 10 2 
10 Mech Ageing Dev 9 0 
8 J Nanosci Nanotechnol 8 1 
8 Water Res 8 1 
6 Ageing Res Rev 6 2 
6 Int J Devel Neurosci 6 1 
6 Proc - Water Qual Technol Conf  5 0 
6 Pneumologie 4 1 
6 J Am Coll Cardiol 4 0 
8 Ann NY Acad Sci 4 0 
6 Exp Gerontol 3 0 
7 J Theor Biol 3 0 
6 Hum Exp Toxicol 2 0 
12 J Range Manage 1 0 
9 Zhurnal Neorganicheskoi Khimii 0 3 
7 J Chem Thermodyn 0 1 
6 J Neurobiol 0 0 
 
Restating the working definition of “duplicate request,” a request is a duplicate if 
the same patron has already asked for it. By that definition, it does not matter if ten 
different people all want the same article and put in a request for it. If an eleventh patron 
puts in three different requests for the same exact article, then there are thirteen total 
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requests, and two redundant, or duplicate requests. This assumes a one hundred percent 
fill rate for the Interlibrary Loan department. 
 Of the journals in Table 19, patrons requested more than five articles from the 
past five years from eight of them. By strict adherence to the CONTU guidelines and the 
“rule of five” not the “suggestion of five,” the library would pay copyright fees for 
twenty-six articles. As the topic of this study is the impact of duplicate requests, however, 
this analysis is limited to that subset. 
 The number of duplicate requests that were requested from journals to which the 
library does not subscribe and from which more than five journals from the past five 
years had been requested equals fourteen. Of those, only thirteen requests would possibly 
incur copyright fees because for the journal Ageing Research Reviews, or “Ageing Res 
Rev” written in Table 19, there were only six articles requested from the past five years. 
Even though two requests were duplicates, only the presence of one would result in the 
payment of copyright fees. 
In a 1998 survey of royalty fees from the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC), 
Eiblum and Ardito (1998) found a range of fees starting at $2.00 per article plus 10 cents 
per page to $17.50 per article. In Chaffin’s 1997 study, she examined 321 journal titles 
and their associated copyright fees as charged by the document delivery company 
UnCover. She found that the lowest fee for a life science journal was $1.50 and the 
highest was $32.00. The median fee was $7.00 and the average fee was $8.26. There is 
no reason to believe that in the almost ten years since Chaffin’s study, copyright fees 
would have gone down. Converted to 2005 dollars, $8.26 in 1997 equals $9.95 now 
(Shar, 2005). Therefore, assuming $9.95 to be a reasonable average copyright fee for the 
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types of journals that the library’s patrons request, the thirteen duplicate requests would 
have resulted in a total copyright fee of $129.37. This total copyright fee due to duplicate 
requests equals $4.04 per day when divided by the number of working days in the 
collection period. Going one step further, if the 32 working days in the collection period 
accurately represent what goes on during the rest of the year, then one can speculate what 
the yearly copyright fee total would be, due exclusively to duplicate requests. Non-leap 
years that begin on a weekend have 260 working days, as is true for 2005. Therefore, if 
one takes the daily copyright fee due to duplicate requests ($4.04) and multiplies it by the 
number of working days in a year (260), the result is $1,051.16 in annual fees that the 
library would not have had to pay if patrons did not submit duplicate requests. 
 
Determining the per-unit cost of an ILL 
 Libraries may calculate average per unit cost of an ILL transaction in a variety of 
ways. Some libraries, like UC Davis, base their average on estimating the total costs for 
ILL operations and dividing that number by the total transactions (UC Davis General 
Library, 1999). Others, like the ARL studies and those modeled after them, break down 
ILL costs by category: staffing, networks and communication charges, delivery, 
photocopying, supplies, equipment and borrowing fees. Indirect costs, such as space and 
utilities, are usually not included. Furthermore, as Marilyn Roche points out in the 
ARL/RLG 1993 cost study: 
Costs of major library functions such as collection development, acquisitions, 
cataloging, general circulation, and preservation are not included, nor is general 
overhead. Although all of these factors are necessary preconditions for an ILL 
service, their costs do not contribute directly to the “snapshot” of ILL borrowing 
and lending...(Roche, 1993, p. 2) 
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Kingma (1996), studied interlibrary loan from an economist’s perspective and 
presented ILL in terms of fixed costs and marginal costs. Marginal costs would be the 
additional cost to the total from one more transaction. According to Zhou, “the additional 
unit cost for interlibrary loan should be much lower than the average unit cost since the 
fixed cost (staff salary) will remain unchanged within its capacity (no overtime pay)” 
(Zhou, 1999, p. 32). Calculating fixed costs as completely separate from marginal costs, 
however, does not make sense for the library in this study. When large numbers of 
requests started to arrive during the summer of 2004 and kept coming through that fall 
and winter, the otherwise “fixed” cost of staff salary rose to accommodate one more 
intern. This intern was brought in as a new hire, not to replace anyone, but because the 
volume of article requests had risen to such an extent that the usual ILL staff (one full-
time supervisor and two part time librarian interns) could no longer keep up.  
A calculation of average cost would be incomplete, for the reasons stated in the 
section, “Description of EPA’s Library,” because the library’s budget is spread around 
and tied in with other budgets. The EPA-RTP library has the dubious distinction of 
sharing the problems of both public and private institutions in this regard. As described 
by Roche: 
The costs of telecommunications, delivery, supplies, and even staff are often 
difficult to determine accurately for public institutions because of intricate state 
budgeting, accounting, and funding procedures...Private institutions also had 
some difficulty estimating costs for services, such as telecommunications, 
delivery, or staff, that are not specifically itemized by department. (Roche, 1993, 
p. 8) 
  
Despite not being able to follow the methodology of calculating cost as strictly as 
found in other studies, an attempt was still made. The resulting approximation more 
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closely resembles marginal cost than average cost because although it includes staff time, 
a questionable addition, costs for networks, delivery, supplies, or equipment were not 
available and are not included. Reports from various ILL cost studies show that staff 
costs represent between sixty and eighty percent of an ILL. (Jackson, 2004, p. XI) One 
way to gain a more representative view, therefore, would be to take this study’s limited 
cost figures and make them two-thirds to three-fourths of a total.   
Costs able to be included because of direct knowledge or reasonable estimate 
include staff costs, OCLC charges, and price-per-page to photocopy articles at the EPA-
RTP location. Personal knowledge of the annual salary and benefits of student librarians 
at the EPA-RTP facility allowed for a calculation of the annual salaries of the three 
Interlibrary Loan librarians. This amount was then broken down into how much one staff 
member makes per second. As for the ILL supervisor, who spends about eighty percent 
of his time working in ILL, his salary and benefits were estimated using the 2003 SLA 
salary survey as a guide (Latham, 2003).  
Times to complete steps in the ILL borrowing process was recorded and then 
averaged to determine typical amounts of time to complete each step. Then, the average 
number of seconds per task was multiplied by an intern’s salary per second plus eighty 
percent of the ILL supervisor’s salary per second. The price of photocopying was based 
on figures from the US Department of Energy website (U.S. Department of Energy, 
2004). Their photocopy business line offers a rate of 2.8 cents per black and white page. 
This price-per-copy includes the following cost components: support service contract 
staff, depreciation (equipment replacement cost), maintenance, paper (with storage and 
delivery), and supplies (toner, developer, fuser agent, etc.). For this study, the price was 
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rounded up from 2.8 cents to three cents per page because the library’s Photocopier 
Operator is a federal employee of more than thirty years. Given that his salary could, in 
all likelihood, be double that of the staff used in the blue book figure, rounding the price 
from 2.8 to three cents is a very modest increase. The estimated average number of pages 
per article to be photocopied used in the cost analysis was fifteen pages. 
 Costs vary according to how the ILL department is able to fill requests. 
Furthermore, although an ultimate fill rate of one hundred percent fill rate is assumed, in 
reality not all requests can be filled from the first or second known sources. What 
follows, therefore, is a table of how much an article request would cost to if filled in the 
following ways.  
Table 20. Cost per article according to fill attempts 
If getting from: cost per article 
EKB  $    4.39  
HNE  $    5.58  
OCLC  $    6.55  
EKB then HNE  $    6.80  
EKB then OCLC  $    7.77  
HNE then OCLC  $    9.95  
EKB then HNE then OCLC  $   11.90  
OCLC then Docline  $    6.80  
 
 Next, for Table 21, fill records and photocopy source records from EKB, HNE, 
and OCLC were analyzed to determine the percentage of how many requests were filled 
according to what paths they may have taken. The average price per article comes out to 
just $5.71. This figure, too, errs on the side of underestimating the price per article. 
Certain requests, for example, take longer to process than others. These exceptional cases 
are not accounted for in the prices in Table 21. 
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Table 21. Determining an average cost per request 
If getting from: price per article 
% of requests 
filled this way   
EKB  $    4.39  44.0%  $    1.93  
HNE  $    5.58  11.0%  $    0.61  
OCLC  $    6.55  32.5%  $    2.13  
EKB then HNE  $    6.80  2.0%  $    0.14  
EKB then OCLC  $    7.77  2.0%  $    0.16  
HNE then OCLC  $    9.95  2.0%  $    0.20  
EKB then HNE then OCLC  $   11.90  2.0%  $    0.24  
OCLC then Docline  $    6.80  4.5%  $    0.31  
Average per article request price  $    5.71  
 
 Processing also takes longer than calculated in Tables 20 and 21 if the batch 
requires cutting and pasting in order to place one request per page or per half-page, if the 
journal is not in PubMed and has to be looked up in CASSI or Ulrich’s, or if the patron 
supplies a bad citation.  
According to Pedersen (2001), the occurrence of a “bad cite” has been shown to 
range from seven to fifty percent of listed citations. Insofar as bad cites concern 
Interlibrary Loan, although most requests move through the ILL workflow with no 
problems, “requests with incorrect citations move from lower paid staff to higher paid 
staff until the problem cite is corrected and the material can be ordered from another 
library.” Pederson’s estimate is that a request with a bad cite costs three times that of 
good references in terms of library support. 
Requests that patrons send through LoansomeDoc take the least amount of time to 
process, and therefore cost the least per article request no matter how they are filled. This 
is for the following reasons: the citation is always correct (unless by accident the citation 
is wrong in PubMed), LoansomeDoc states whether the journal is available in the library 
for the required volume and year, and LoansomeDoc supplies the journal’s ISSN. 
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Furthermore, a request from LoansomeDoc is easily readable and able to be visually 
scanned because it is not hand written and because information is always presented in the 
same order and in roughly the same location on the page. 
The total cost of duplicate requests during the collection period (92 requests times 
$5.71 per request) equals $525.32, for an average of $16.42 per day or $4,268.23 per 
year. If one adds the copyright fees potentially accrued by the EPA-RTP library, the 
annual price tag on duplicate requests is $5,319.39. 
Given this estimate, which by all accounts is too low, the library administration 
should ask if the costs of trying to lessen or eliminate the problem of duplicate requests is 
less than that of taking no action. Specifically, how does the price of over $5,000 per year 
balance out with how much time, new software, etc. it would take to track requests. 
Further, is it worth it to track all requests, or some requests to offset these thousands of 
dollars of loss?  
 
Discussion 
 The question that this study does not, and perhaps cannot answer is this: why are 
there so many duplicate requests? Why do one fifth of ILL patrons request the same 
article multiple times? Why is every sixteenth or seventeenth article that comes to the 
ILL department one that has already been requested by that same patron? There is a 
variety of actions the library can take to lessen the impact of duplicate requests, but 
would it not be better to keep the problem from presenting itself in the first place? The 
answer to these questions may lie somewhere between the nature of the work of the 
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library patrons and a lack of articulated preference or policy for the Interlibrary Loan 
department. 
 The work of scientists at the EPA has the potential for great and lasting impact on 
governmental policy as it affects the quality of human health and the environment. The 
need for complete and thorough literature reviews to inform research decisions is of vital 
importance, both practically and legally. In running multiple searches for relevant articles 
for the same study, researchers are likely to have overlap in their search results. 
Furthermore, because of the high volume of articles requested, it makes sense that some 
or all of the overlap would find its way to the Interlibrary Loan department. With whom 
does the responsibility lie for keeping track of what articles a researcher has already 
requested? In most libraries, the responsibility lies with the requestor. ILL departments 
typically reject requests for that which can be found locally. This is not the case for the 
EPA-RTP library, however. Part of the library’s commitment to exceptional customer 
service is to provide local document delivery to patrons in addition to interlibrary loans. 
All requests, therefore, are filled unless the request is known, or presumed, to be a 
duplicate for that patron. As the library does not track patron requests in a systematic, 
comprehensive way, there is no way to definitively check what has been requested by a 
particular patron, however.  
 It may be neither possible nor preferable to focus the library’s efforts on 
preventing or reducing the number of duplicate requests coming from the end user. The 
library, however, could track patron requests for those who submit high volumes of 
requests. Table 5, which shows the frequency distribution of requests per patron, 
indicates that tracking the requests of patrons who submit large numbers of requests 
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(more than fifty) will reveal duplicate requests. During this study, every patron who 
submitted more than fifty requests also submitted duplicates. In addition, the amount of 
duplicates relative to the total requests submitted, was at least twice as much when the 
fifty-request threshold was crossed. That is to say, at least one out of every twelve or 
thirteen requests submitted by high volume requestors was a duplicate. Keeping track of 
literature requested by individual patrons might also be a valued service the library could 
offer in the future. 
 Although the EPA-RTP library may not be able to take action to reduce the 
number of duplicates submitted, the librarians may be able to influence the way some 
requests are submitted. As a benefit to patrons, LoansomeDoc allows a searcher to 
request articles directly from PubMed in a few clicks of the mouse. This saves the 
researcher the time spent on printing out or rerecording citation information in order to 
submit the request through physical submission or via email or the web form. Using 
LoansomeDoc also decreases the possibility of forgetting to place an order for a needed 
article because as soon as the citation is found, it can be ordered. Increased use of 
LoansomeDoc would also benefit the library because requests coming in this way take 
the least amount of time to process, and therefore cost the least per article request no 
matter how they are ultimately filled. Furthermore, seventeen of the twenty-seven patrons 
who submitted duplicate requests during the collection period submitted their duplicates 
on the same day. When downloading LoansomeDoc requests from DOCLINE, requests 
print out in alphabetical order according to journal title. Duplicate requests, therefore, 
arrive in serial order. By quickly flipping through the printouts, duplicate requests can be 
easily identified and cancelled. 
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Conclusion 
With the data revealed in this study, one may ask if it is more cost effective to 
search for duplicates or to fill all requests, filtering out any obvious duplication that one  
happens to notice in the normal course of work.  If it is not cost-effective or feasible to 
track the requests of all patrons, and it does not seem especially necessary for patrons 
who submit between one and twenty-five requests, perhaps tracking the requests of 
patrons who ask for large quantities of articles would cut down on the number of 
duplicate requests that pass through the EPA-RTP ILL system.  
The library may also choose to actively promoting the use of Loansome Doc, a 
tool that makes requesting faster and easier for the patron and that makes locating 
duplicates easier for the ILL librarians. One way to do this would be to include “how to” 
sheets when delivering photocopies of articles that have been requested with a page 
printed out from PubMed. Duplicates that arrive on the same day, or in the same batch of 
requests downloaded from DOCLINE, are easily spotted. In the short term, in order to 
catch duplicate requests that come in separate batches, whether they are separated by 
days or months, the library may choose to employ the method used in Appendix B to 
store requests. The data can then be sorted by patron, and within that sort, by journal in 
order to search for duplicates. A long term plan to capture and store patron requests in a 
way that would allow for checking duplicates would be to move to an all electronic ILL 
system. Instead of a paper based workflow, requests could be submitted, processed, and 
requested from other libraries electronically. 
Removing duplicates from the ILL workflow as early as possible will save the 
library money in terms of staff time and possible OCLC connection and ordering charges. 
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Removing duplicates will also ensure greater copyright compliance and the avoidance of 
preventable copyright fees.    
Library services cannot all be captured in dollar values. Even if the monetary 
incentive to stop duplicates is not great enough to prompt a change, there are other 
considerations. For example, if there are one hundred patron requests waiting in the ILL 
department, but the staff is filling a duplicate (and presumably redundant) request, the 
cost is not just that of staff time, paper, and OCLC fees, it also includes the opportunity 
cost of the researchers who have submitted the one hundred requests waiting for 
attention. They are not going to be able to get their requests filled as fast and therefore 
they will not have access to needed information for their research as quickly. 
As illustrated in the above example, duplicate requests clog the flow of the ILL 
department. The turnaround time for ILL requests increases, and all patrons must wait 
longer for their requests to come in. In her book, The Visible Librarian: Asserting your 
Value with Marketing and Advocacy, Siess asserts that the “best relationship between a 
customer and a library is the partnership.” According to Siess, “In a true partnership, each 
partner has an interest in the other’s success and does what he or she can to ensure that 
success.” (Siess, 2003, p. 4) In the interest of partnership, the library may choose to share 
with its patrons that the issue of duplicate requests is widespread, coming from one-fifth 
of ILL patrons and that duplicate requests account for every sixteen or seventeen requests 
that cross the desks of the ILL librarians. Informing patrons about the impact of duplicate 
requests, asking them why they think duplicate requests come in, and explaining how it 
slows down article delivery for all requests may serve to relieve some of the impact 
without taking other action. For the greatest possible reduction in the impact of duplicate 
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requests however, the library should consider a combination of informing patrons in the 
spirit of partnership, encouraging the use of LoansomeDoc, and tracking patron requests 
in a systematic manner that allows for searching. 
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  Appendix A: Converting web form records 
 
Cut and paste from email into EditPlus. Go to Find and Replace. Click the radio button 
for regular expressions. Use the “Replace All” option for each of the below. 
 
Step 1: Take out all email addresses. 
Find what: .*@.* 
Replace with:  
 
Step 2: Take out all field identifiers. That is to say, all field names on the line preceding 
the field content. (i.e. a_Name   b_Office)  
Find what: ._.* 
Replace with: 
 
Step 4: Delete Mail Drops 
Find what: [a-f]...-[0-9][0-9] 
Replace with:  
 
Step 5: Delete Phone Numbers 
Find what: ^1-....|541-.... 
Replace with:  
 
Step 3: Take out the comma [,] after the office name. (If the office is NERL, NHEERL, 
or NRMRL) 
Find what: RL, 
Replace with: RL 
 
Step 5: Remove blank lines 
Find what: \n\n 
Replace with: \n 
Note: Repeat until “0 occurrences have been replaced”. 
 
Step 6: Delete every section from “agrees with copyright” to [the requester’s name] in 
the following record. 
 
Step 7: Keep a blank line at the beginning of each request. 
 
Step 8: Make sure that titles and authors do not wrap onto a second line. 
 
Step 9: Replace each blank line with a placeholder 
Find what: \n\n 
Replace with:\n12345\n 
 
Step 10: Convert all line breaks into tabs 
Find what: \n 
Replace with: \t 
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Step 11: Put a line break where each place holder was. 
Find what: \t12345\t 
Replace with: \n 
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Appendix B: Converting LoansomeDoc records 
Cut and paste into EditPlus. Go to Find and Replace. Click the radio button for regular 
expressions. Use the “Replace All” option for each of the below. 
 
Step 1: Take out the “Title:” line. (Because you’ll only record what is in “Title Abbrev:”) 
Find what: Title:.* 
Replace with:  
 
Step 2: Take out all of the field identifiers. That is to say, all field terms at the beginning 
of a line. (i.e. Author:  Article:  ) Note: This will not harm titles followed by a colon and 
a subtitle. 
Find what: ^[^:]*:([^:]*) 
Replace with: \1 
 
Step 3: Take out all email addresses. 
Find what: .*@.* 
Replace with:  
 
Step 4: Remove all spaces between the beginning of a line and the text. 
Find what: ^[ ] 
Replace with:  
 
Step 5: Remove extraneous information. 
Find what: ^Journal     Copy    Affiliated 
Find what: ^Yes 
Find what: ^This material may be protected by copyright law.*$ 
Find what: ^US EPA Main Library.*$ 
Find what: ^Library does.*$|^Library reports.*$ 
Find what: ^N(/)A$ 
Note: Repeat for reoccurring unwanted text to avoid deleting each instance later. 
Replace with: 
 
Step 6: Remove blank lines in the document. 
Find what: \n\n 
Replace with: \n 
Note: Press the Replace All button until “0 occurrences have been replaced”. 
 
Step 7: Separate each request from each other and put each on a separate line. 
Find what: ^\*[0-9]*\*$ 
Replace with: 12345 
Find what: \n 
Replace with: \t 
Find what: \t12345\t 
Replace with: \n 
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